
Superfordist / Superliberal
Per-colonial / Extractivist
Digital 
Utopia



computers function on mechanical principles

machines function through absolute material discipline 
and control 

discipline and control produces freedom

computers produce freedom through dscpline and 
contro

this freedom is "unevenly distributed"l



this freedom is "unevenly distributed"

the (nominally) former imperial colonies have less 'freedom' today

colonial-era borders maintain, impeding regional cooperation

the nfi colonies are not allowed to develop industrial capacity

the nfi colonies are the experimental field for vanguardist neo-
feudal pseudo-proto-capitalist superliberal governance.



Holisms

Body = mind
Nature = culture
Genius = society

Masterpiece = servitude

Functionality = error & waste
Convenience = control 



The greeks

unpaid domestic work
slaves
banausoi

Ottoman

unpaid domestic work
slaves
caste distinctions

Chinese “Golden Age” (Han Dynasty)

unpaid domestic work
serfdom
Confucian hierarchy

“Western” Enlightenment 
Humanism

unpaid domestic work
Colonialism, slavery
Nationalism/Republicanism

Contemporary Globalist Neo-liberalism

unpaid domestic work
Colonialism, slavery
Neo-liberal “plebicite oligarchy”

Besides the magnificient 
scholarly, technical and artistic  

accomplishments...





Domestication = Mechanization
simplification and division of productive processes

Observation of Nature : especially the cosmos, 

analogy to the (discrete) functioning of the body's organs



Antikythera Mechanism Winch







Mid-15th c Gutenberg press

~1600 beginning of French and English colonization

1st ½ of 16th c Descartes, de la Mettrie “Man a Machine”

1834 Land grab in Algeria
1848 French Revolution











Why is technology not liberating/emancipating us?

Because it is inherently hierarchical just like we are. 
(inside and out)

Technologies produced under unfair conditions are 
records of those conditions and replicate the 
conditions. 

This is why conditions as primitive as in Marx's time 
are still current today at the base of the electronics 
production chain



 

Contention: 
Were we to significantly improve or transform human 
relationally at the base of the production chain, we 
would no longer be able to produce the same 
technologies, we would produce other technologies. 
But for us to engage with the real factual conditions of 
the perpetuation exploitative global production we first 
need to determine that this is important to do. 
Because a socially just society would be 
unprecedented, we have no idea what forms it could 
take. 

“We must fix social injustice, the technologies will not 
do it for us”.(Garcia & Sandler 2008:286)Enhancing 
Justice. in Nanoethics 2, 286, Springer, Dodrecht



  

human industry has always been a symbiosis of exploitation and exploited, 
we are in this together, slave and master 
– any other configuration is nigh unprecedented, we should be cognisant of this when envisaging
utopia. 

“your vacation is never as good as you think it is going to be, because you are always there.” 
- David Mitchell 

civilization has always been a symbiosis of discipline and liberty, were we to want to 
mitigate one we would have to accept to mitigate the other.  






